A difference graph is a bipartite graph G = (X, Y: E) such that all the neighborhoods of the vertices of X are comparable by inclusion. We enumerate labeled and unlabeled difference graphs with or without a bipartition of the vertices into two stable sets. The labeled enumerations are expressed in terms of combinatorial numbers related to the Stirling numbers of the second kind.
I. Introduction
We consider only finite, simple undirected graphs. The neighborhood of a vertex v of a graph G = (V, E) is the set {u~ V: urgE}. The degree of a vertex is the cardinality of its neighborhood. The degree partition of a graph is the partition of the vertices whose blocks are the sets of vertices with equal degrees. We consider the blocks as ordered by the degree, and include the block of vertices of degree zero even if this block is empty (the other blocks are non-empty by definition). Thus if Jt < "'" < Jm are the distinct positive degrees and ~o = 0, the degree partition is (Do, DI ..... Din), where Di is the set of all vertices of degree ¢~. Analogously the degree partition of a bipartite graph (X, Y; E) is defined as (Xo ..... X~; Yo ..... Yt), where each X~ is the set of vertices of X having a given degr~,'e, and similarly for each Yj. Again, only Xo and Yo may be empty. A graph G = (V, E) is called a difference graph (and also a chain graph by some authors) when there exist vertex-weights a,., ~, ~ V and a positive number T such that la,,I < T for all v~ V and for any u,v~ V, uv~E if and only if [a, -a,,I/> T. A d~'~rence graph must be bipartite with the bipartition (X, Y ), where X = {v: a,,/> 0} and Y = {v: a,. < 0}. Difference graphs play a prominent role in the proof by Yannakakis [10] of the NP-completencss of recognizing a partial order dimension d for fixed d ~> 3, and in the recent polynomial-time recognition algorithm of threshold dimension 2 by Ma [7] . Various characterizations of difference graphs are given in [5] . In particular, their structure is given in the following result.
TiL~orem I (Hammer et al. [5] Unlabeled threshold graphs have been enumerated by Pelcd [8] . He let t~ denote the number of unlabeled threshold graphs with n vertices, m edges and largest clique (complete snbgraph) of cardinality k, and found two expressions for the generating function Tn(x, q) = ~m.k t,,~q mxk, namely
where the square brackets denote the Gaussian binomial coefficient. As a consequence, the q-binomial theorem can be derived. An easy consequence of this or of Theorem 2 is the following result.
Theorem 4. The number of unlabeled threshold graphs on n rertices is 2"-t.
Labeied threshold graphs have been enumerated by Beissinger and Pried [I] . We express their results in terms of the well-known numbers g., n/> 0 defined by
These numbers were studied by Cayley in the 19th century and several references to them can be found in [4, 6] . g. is the number of ordered partitions of an n-element set, that is to say, the number of ways to partit~,'a the set into non-empty blocks and to arrange the blocks in a sequence. Equivalently, gn is the number of n-letter ~,vords over the alphabet { 1,2 .... } which for some k contain precisely the letters { 1,2 ..... k} with repetitions. To see this interpretation of g., we only have to write
and note that (e x -1) ~ is the exponential generating function (egf) for the number of words over the alphabet { I, 2 ..... k} with each letter appearing at least once. Because of this interpretation of g~, we have where {~,} denotes the Stirling number of the second kind, the number of partitions of an n-element set into k unordered non-empty blocks. This agrees with the well-known expansion (see [2] or [9]) < f:t g, 1 Re f 1 n! 2(in 2) "-~" + k~,E ~iln 2 + 2nik)" +'/' n I> I.
It iS not hard to use this formula to obtain that n~=2(l---n2p+, +O , n~o~.
Beissinger and Peled [I] showed that the number tn of labeled threshold graphs on n vertices satisfies tn = 2{gn -ngn-l), n >~ 2.
They used this result to derive Frobenius's identity
where A.{u) is the Eulerian polynomial, which can be defined {see [2] or Note that 2g~ = A.{2) for n 1> I. Below we find the number of labeled and unlabeled difference graphs on n vertices. We do the same for bipartitioned difference graphs, that is to say difference graphs (which are bipartite graphs) together with a partition of their vertices into two stable sets. 
Theorem¢x The number of labeled difference ffraphs on n vertices is ½(1 + ,qn).
Proof. By Theorem I any difference graph consists of zero or more isolated vertices and a connected difference graph, and conversely. As in Theorem 5, the egf for the number of labeled non-empty bipartitioned connected difference graphs is Y-k~>l ( e~-I) z~" Hence the egf for the number of labeled non-empty connected difference graphs is I (e x _ 1)2k, ~Y-k ~> ~ where the factor ½ comes from exchanging the two color classes. By adding 1 we also include the empty graph, and by then multiplying by e ~ we allow for the isolated vertices. Thus the egf for the number of labeled difference graphs is given by e x/l t e x +-~1,~>~1 (--1)2k) =½e x (1+ s,~o ~ (e~--l):~)
and the number of labeled difference graphs on n vertices is the coefficient of x"/n!, namely ½(1 + O,). 1"7
Unlabeled difference graphs
We denote by O, the set of unlabeled threshold graphs on n vertices, and by A, the set of unlabeled bipartitioned difference graphs on n vertices. By Theorem 4 we have IO, I = 2"-'. We shall use the following connection between IA,[ and le, I. This value is also correct for n = 1. I"l
